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Recognizes Morris Nichols in
Top Tier for Delaware IP
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“A force to be reckoned with in Delaware patent litigation,” the 2021 edition of IAM Patent 1000 
again ranks Morris Nichols’ intellectual property group in its highest “gold” tier for Delaware IP law
firms.

Released today, the guide to the world’s leading patent professionals also ranked seven Morris
Nichols partners as leading Delaware patent litigation practitioners – the most individuals ranked of
any Delaware law firm appearing in the guide.

IAM editorial applauds the team’s “deep bench of crack litigators whose dynamism translates into
polished performances in a huge number of pharmaceutical and technology disputes.” Researchers
commend Morris Nichols’ “vast trial experience” and notes “the group often prevails through pre-trial
motion practice and tactical negotiations, earning credit for its problem-solving efficiency and cost
effectiveness.”

Ranked Individuals: Delaware: Litigation 

● Jack B. Blumenfeld
● Brian P. Egan
● Michael J. Flynn
● Karen Jacobs
● Rodger D. Smith II
● Jeremy A. Tigan
● Jennifer Ying
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ABOUT IAM PATENT 1000
The IAM Patent 1000 is a standalone publication that identifies individual and firm expertise in all
major areas of patent law and practice. Through an extensive research process conducted by a team
of highly qualified, full-time analysts, the publication identifies the top patent practitioners, as well
as leading patent law and attorney firms, in 50 of the world’s most important jurisdictions and 18 US
states.

ABOUT MORRIS, NICHOLS, ARSHT & TUNNELL LLP
Recognized as Delaware’s premier law firm, Morris Nichols handles bet-the-company, high-stakes
matters in the four key areas of corporate litigation, alternative entities and corporate counseling,
bankruptcy and restructuring, and intellectual property litigation. The firm is regularly involved as
lead counsel or co-counsel in matters of national and international significance, as well as those
affecting its immediate community. morrisnichols.com
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